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.TRI-STATE BINDING CO.
BOX 5795
MEMPHIS 3, TENN.
EXC.

1$lumlords Fight Beale Urban Renewal
TrimStairi5eTender
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Unloaded Shotgun Claims Life Of GI, 12
Slumlords Fear Loss
Of Rent From Negroes

Carver Student Slain
With 'Unloaded' Gun

Why are property owners in Jr., who is tne city's liaison
e area designated as the official to the Memphis Houseale Street Urban Renewal ing Authority, said that a
Project alarmed?
"considerable volume of mail"
Study by the Tri-State De- has reached his office, a n d
fender has shown that the own- that each letter writer has
ers face a loss of the livelihood threatened to vote for the Rethey have maintained for years publicans in Nuvember if the
by renting inhuman dwellings project is approved.
to Negroes at exorbitant rates. But the area is inhabited by
And by renting the substan- the poor and elderly, and a trip
dard housing to Negroes, many there last week revealed that
have been able to enjoy an in- the Negro inhabitants are discome they will lose if the rat satisfied with the high rent
and vermin infested dwellings they pay for stable-like dwelare torn down.
lings.
The proposed Beale Street Among the places visited was
Urban Renewal Project is lo- the Alvic apartments at 206
cated in the area bounded on Hernando at., where two rooms
the west by the Mississippi cost a tenant $35-a-month, and
river, on the east by the South- one room rents for $22-aern railroad, and the north by month.
Gayoso, and on the south by
NO HEAT
Linden.
For the $22. a person gets
VOTE THREAT
In an effort to scare off the only a bare room and a closet
with
a commode. One woman,
city officials from approving a
measure which would rid the whose children are not in a
y of the housing blight in Position to support her,, told
:? area mentioned above, land- the Tri-State Defender that she
wners have written letters, could not afford to have her
and have gotten their tenants lights and gas turned on, and
to write, protesting the pro- since it has turned cold she
tries to heat her room with a
posed project.
Commissioner Hunter Lane,
See SLUMLORDS, Page 2

A 1"-year-old Carver High school student who went to
the home of a friend to comfort her on the loss of her mother
was shot to death late Sunday
afternoon with an "unloaded"
shotgun.
The victim was Linda Kelley,
daughter of Mrs: Bessie Lee
Kelley, of 398-F S. Lauderdale
who lived with her grandPar•
cots, Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Clark at 114 E. Olive.

Some Memphians appeal to sentiment in an effort to
preserve these old buidings fronting on Beale St., but sentiment has little effect when one gets behind In the rent.

Atty. H. T. Lockard Opens HQ;
Claims Bipartisan Support
Atty. H. T. Lockard who has
assisted every Negfo candidate
who has run for public office in
Shelby County in the past 10
years, said he has been receiving support from both
Democrats and Republicans in
his quest for a seat on the
Shelby County Quarterly
Court.
Mr. Lockard opened his
ampaign headquarters at 193
Wellington last Wednesday
ight before a standing room
only audience after being introduced by Frank Kilpatrick,
co-chairman of his campaign.
The former NAACP president told the room filled with
Fupporters that "Come what
may. I am in this race to stay."
Mr. Lockard said he did not
know what the outcome would
be on Nov. 3, but that his supporters could be assured that
he would not withdraw from

4,

the raoe, before the voters
have had a chance to express
their desires at the poll.
15,000 HANDBILLS
Since formally opening his
campaign head-quarters, the
candidate has spoken to audiences at several large Negro
churches. Last Sunday, he and
his workers distributed some
15,000 handbills, to prospective
voters.
A "Citizens For Lockard"
committee has been organized
during the past week, and the
list includes the names of Elder Blair T. Hunt, James Ballard, A. Maceo Walker, Mrs.
Sadie E. Alberts, Jesse H.
Turner, Thomas J. Willis, Rev.
Roy Love, Henry Smith, Harold
Whalum and Rev. J. C. Richardson.
Also Mrs. Maxine A. Smith,
Percy H. Williams, Rev. D. S.
Cunningham, Charles Walton,

A tenant is seen leaving the Alyic apartments at 206
Hernando st., which is typical of the substandard dwellings that will be eliminated in proposed urban renewal.
Persons who own dwellings occupied by low income Negro

families seek to prolong existence of these type buildings
where two rooms rent for $35 a month, and one room
for $22.

Frank R. Kilpatrick, Rev. B.
L. Hooks, Mrs. Elizabeth Russell, Rev. S. A. Owen, Mrs. Final
Julia B. Walker, Mrs. Rosa B.
Whitmore, Rev. David Shanks,
M. C. Wiggins, Taylor C. D.
Hayes, H. A. Gilliam, Sr.;
And Mrs. Katie Sexton, Dr.
I. A. Watson, Jr., Mrs. Linnie
Garrett, Mrs. Calverta Ishmael
and Rev. J. L. Campbell.
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Rites Held For
esley E. Scott; BTW
Teacher Retired '59

Mrs. Clark, who was grief
stricken and confined to her bed
on Monday, said that her granddaughter and another girl, Margie Lewis, went to the Roy Lewis home at 1354 Michigan to see
if they could do something to
help the family where the mother, Mrs. Emma Lewis, had died
on Saturday morning.
Mrs. Clark said that she was
on her porch a while later and
saw Margie Lewis run past
without Linda, and she wanted
to know what had happened.

Atty. R. T. Lockard, candidate for justice
of the peace of the Shelby County Quarterly Court, Is seen here addressing persons who attended the opening of his

campaign headquarters at 193 S. Wellington last Wednesday. Mr. Lockard is making his first bid for an elective office.

LINDA KELLEY

HOLE IN CHEST
"I called Margie back," Mrs. Clark told the Tri-State
Defender, "and asked her what had happened to Linda?"
"My husband and Iran around there and found her lying
in a pool of blood on the bed. They said she died at the
hospital, but I am sure she was dead before she left the house,
because there was a gaping hole in her chest."
Mrs. Clark said she later learned that Linda was Combing one of the children's hair when Brenda Lewis, no relation to Margie Lewis, came into the room and got a shotgun,
which had been lying in the room.
Other witness told police that Brenda picked up the shotgun and pointed it at Linda and said, "You don't think I'll
shoot you. But it is not loaded."
DIED AT HOUSE
When she pulled the trigger of the 12-gage shotgun, the
blast caught the young girl in the right arm and chest.
Mr. Clark said that when he and his wife arrived, someone was attempting to stop the bleeding, hut the child had
lost consciousness then.
Mr. Lewis, who works for the Memphis Light, Gas and
Water Division, told police that the gun was generally unloaded, but that he placed a shell in it the previous week
after he had heard that prowlers were seen in the neighborhood.
Funeral arrangements for the Lewis children's mother
was slated for Sunday in Mississippi.
Arrangements for Linda Kelley were incomplete at press
time, but her grandmother said the funeral would probably
be held at Gospel Temple Church of God in Christ later in
the week,

Breakfast Program
Praised At Grant;
More Funds Needed

Funeral services for Wesley sity Extension school and was
Ellington Scott, a language an instructor at LeMoyne coland literature teacher in the lege when it was a Normal
Memphis public school system Institute.
More than 75 youngsters get in too many instances, informafor 35 years before his retire- CIVIC, CHURCH WORKER
to Grant Elemetary school each tion inside of pupils who were
held
were
at
He was active in civic and
ment in 1959,
morning for the experimental more concerned at the moment
Avery Chapel AME church church affairs and was Sunbreakfast program, and the with empty stomachs.
Rev.
Wednesday
with
J.
day
school superintendent at
last
number is expected to soar to
Since most of the basic subAvery and Bethel AME churchL. Gleese officiating.
at least 100 when some area jects,
such as reading, language
Mr. Scott, a native of Wash- es, a steward, trustee, honparents complete their seasonal
spelling, writing and arithmeWESLEY E. SCOTT
ington, Ga., died in Kennedy orary member of the Conferjobs in early winter.
tic,
are
taught in the morning.
VA hospital on Saturday, Oct. ence Branch Missionary SoBut Frank Lewis, principal
D. Foster, J. D. Springer, Wilof the school, is quite pleased Mr. Lewis said that it is imciety, dean of the Institute of liam
3.
Jones, Nathaniel D. Wilportant that a child be fed
He was a graduate of Atlan- South Memphis Annual Con- liams,
J. (2. King and R. L. with the program so far.
enough in the morning to allow
A representative from the
ta university where he re- ference, and a former president Duncan.
him to put his mind on hie
ceived his bachelor of science of the 25th Ward Civic club.
Interment was on Thursday Tri-State Defender arrived at school work without worrying
school last week, just as the
Mr. Scott was in the U. S. in National
degree and Northwestern uniabout the minutes going by uncemetery. T. H.
versity in Chicago, from which Army during World War I and
children were finishing their til dinner.
Hayes and Sons Funeral Home first
meal of the day, and the
he obtained his master of served as a non-commissioned was in charge
"A hungry child is not a
of arrangements. need was
shown by some 70 learning child,"
science degree.
officer.
clean plates headed for the ted,"but we feel Mr. Lewis staMr. Scott was one of the
His survivors include h is
that giving the
dishwasher.
first persons appointed to the wife, Mrs. Daisy Scott, guichildren breakfast means giv"You
can
see
that
the
child- ing developed from government
Language and Literature sec- dance and language teacher at
ren aren't wasting food," Printion of the Memphis public Mitchell High school, and who
At present the menu is becipal
Lewis
explained,
"and ing developed trim government
school system. He had been lives at 630 Walker; two daughthere
are
probably
a
good
many
the
Tennessee
West
active in
ters, Mrs. Beulah Scott PresMrs. Lorene Turner of 378 of the older children who have surplus foods made available
Educational Congress and ton, a member of the faculty
Radar rd. was the $550 winner missed breakfast, but are too by the Memphis Board of Edserved as public relations rep- of Porter Junior High school, on the
WHBQ-TV Bingo Show proud to let us know about it." ucation, and includes such staresentative for the National and Mrs. Daisy S. Jones of for
ples as whole wheat, cheese,
Wednesday, Oct. 7.
TEACHING EASIER
Council of English Teachers in Cleveland, Ohio; a son, Dr. Mrs. Turner
appeared on the The plan for feeding the powdered eggs, powdered milk
Memphis and West Tennessee. Wesley E. Scott, and eight show on Thursday,
butter.
and
Oct. 8 and young chidren came about afHe was an instructor of the 4randchildren.
accepted the check for the ter a study revealed that teach- There is no provision for
Tennessee A&I State UniverActive pallbearer, were L. amount.
ers were trying vainly to put,
See BREAKFAST, Page 2

Bingo Winner Hits
Jackpot For $550
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Second floor rooms over the stores bring landlords right
dollars a week. (MLR Photos)
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This seems to be the question
the ladies are asking as they
model wigs doting a recent
Wig Showing by Mrs. Alma

Jean Moore of Knoxville, who
was in the city attending the
23rd Annual State Convention of Beauticians- at Ellis

Auditorium. The event was
held at Top Hat and Tails
clubhouse. Left to right:
Mesdames Elizabeth Simon,

Josephine Bridges, Jewel
Speight, Mrs. Moor e, and
Nornta Griffin.

Two Million Negroes Registered
In South; They're For Johnson

solid South" meaning the region

was in the bag for the Democrats, many Negroes found their
political dignity in the ranks
of the GOP. They were given
delegate posts and other offices and often found complete
drive has changed to get-out- integration long before the word
was a political issue.
the-vote.

ATLANTA — (UPI) — Negro voter registration in the South topped the two-million mark for
the first time this year. Most of those voting are The Voter Education Project
expected to go for Lyndon B. Johnson.
(VETO. a foundation-financed
The Negro turnout in Dixie on Nov. 3 could be agency directing much of the

soPro.cmr 0 s,“ol. t.c ,or-•

MISS BILLY BAKER, a senior at Memphis State University,
is seen while singing "Aii.:rica, The Beautiful" during a
recent political rally here at which Hubert H. Humphrey
was featured. Listening attentively are Senator Humphrzy
and Senator Albert Gore as well as former governor Browning, John Ford Canale, Mrs. Ross Bass, Gov. Frank Cie-

COI. • •NO

••rorr••

AM, 1.1,1111,14(ft

.....

1,,,,1101111

Tor rotootr, or

ment, County Commissioner Jack Ramsey, James Irwin,
Mrs. iVhittler Sengstacke, Sr., and many other city and public officials and politicians. Miss Baker is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Baker of 1498 Merlin Ave. Miss Baker
substituted for the well known local tenor Lee Cunningham.
who was ill.

1.41. C,IC•

Negro voter registration Program, estimates that as of Sept.
1 there were 2.013,500 Negroes
regstered in 11 Southern states.
That's an increase of almost
528,000 over 1960.

a decisive factor in wt.:Aber the
region goes for Johnson or Republican Sen. Barry Goldwater.
Goldwater is in critical need
of Southern ele?toral votes and
he has strong support in the
white South. He has almost none
that has shown itself on the
surface among Negroes of the
region.
The other day, Doldwafer's
-—

running mate. Rep. William Miller of New York, appeared on
a nlatform at Augusta, Ga. His
rally, typical of other GOP
meetings, was all-white.
A vigorous segment of the
When two Negroes arranging Negro vote
total has been loychairs on the platform were
ally Republican up to this year.
asked if they might be Gold- In the days when it was "the
water supporters, they said
quite firmly that they were
life-long Democrats doing a paid
job of hauling chairs for the
Republicans.
The Republicans took four
Continued From Page 1
17southern states Florida, Ken. STARTS SAT
ONE BIG WEEK!
charcoal bucket. A kerosene tucky, Tennessee and Virginia
— in the Kennedy-Nixon battle
lamp supplies her light.
The woman said that her of 1960. Goldwater wants those
attempts to obtain welfare have 43 electoral votes, plus some
been fruitless, and whenever others. At this point in the camshe applies she is told by wel- paign, the experts view most
fare officials that she should of the South as a nip and tuck
ground.
get herself a job and go to battle
work, notwithstanding her age. Seldom has there been such
a Presidential campaign as this
Slumlords are not the only one, matching the big governpersons who would stand to ment liberalism of Johnson
ilose their livelihoods if the against the conservatism of
buildings now almost falling Goldwater. For the South —
down should be torn down. a political mixture of white
Some persons rent the entirei backlash, emerging independbuildings over businesses over ence among Negroes and stubBeale and then rent out indi- born party loyalties — both
vidual rooms at a substantial sides of the color line are
profit.
taking 1964 seriously.
WATER FROM BATH TUB
For months, scores of Negro
Typical of these is Mrs. Alice organizations have been pushSullivan, who moved to a sec- ing register-to-vote campaigns.
ond story apartment on Beale Now that most of the registrain January.
tion books have closed, the
Mrs. Sullivan says she rents
from Sam Newman, whom she
pays $75 a month for 15 rootm.
...and their new loves!
which she in turn rents to others at the rate of eight dollar:-.
Continued From Page 1
a week for one room.
Last week Mrs. Sullivan had fresh eggs, fresh bread, jelly,
nine tenants, and one included dried cereal and fresh fruit for
an unsuccessful bookseller, who the children, and up until now,
had been evicted from one of teachers, some parents and
the stores under her apartment. members of the PTA have been
For the 15 prospective room- furnishing the money for these
ers, the place has one toilet. items.
one bath tub, and a room called NEED MONEY
a kitchen, without running
Just recently the school
water.
started an organization called
"I have tried to get them to the Grant School Breakfast
put a sink in the kitchen." Mrs. Boosters. Members contribute
Sullivan explained but they whatever they wish, and do not
won't do it. It is not sanitary have to attend meetings or.
for the roomers to have to get elect officers.
water from the faucet in the Principal Lewis said that perbath tub when they need it." sona who wish to may join the.
CAllAil • OEM JONES•!Ell? SAVAUS
LIVELIHOOD FEARED
Grant School Breakfast BoostMrs. Sullivan has furnished ers by sending the money to: BARBARA ElIEN•STERNIE Pail85-1W STEVENS
the rooms in the building, and Grant School, 190 Chelsa Av• F4.7116 SEGAL.rosipso
she pays for light, gas and wa- enue, Memphis, Tenn.— 38107. NO.
ju
ow.,IMMO vicsaM
ter out of profits from roomers. Contributions are tax deducAn urban renewal project tibie.
will rid the city of the downtown slum blight, and persons
who profit by the present con- HOSPITALIZATION
UP TO
ditions will have to turn to
other means to earn a living 10: LIFE INSURANCE TO
This is what most of them 79; WITH RELIABLE
fear.
Commissioner Lane said, "No COMPANY. JUST MAIL
one is going to be turned out YOUR NAME, ADDRESS
of his present home or location
Without some Assurance that he AND AGE. REPRESENTAcan relocate in better surround- TIVE WILL CALL, P.O.
ings."
For most of those living in BOX 4 7 5G CROSSTOWN
the area, "better" could be sev- STATION, MEMPHIS,
eral grades higher than what
they have and still be sub- TENN,
standard.

DAISY

Slumlords

ocT.

Every year...every kind
of man-woman excitement
rocks the explosive world of
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
.to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender comine to you weekly.

Address
Phone number

Number of papers wanted weekly

Pail to:. TRI-STATE DEFENDEle 236 South Wellington Street Iliemphis Tennesee
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PEOPLE ARE WONDER. year are acting far more conING when the Plaza Hotel is servative than the traditirnial
going to remove that For Colored"- sign from the building. Republicans. Republicans here
Or could it be that the owners in Memphis, on the other hand,
are opposed to desegregation. are putting on a rather lively
11 so, they are out of step with campaign. '
MRS. H. T. LOCKARD
the time. Down with the sign.
LATEST NAME for a tele- showed earmarks of being a
phone is a gossip-machine ac- seasoned campaigner when she
cording to a local businessman. appeared at her husband's poAfter paying his monthly bill, litical campaign headquarters.
he sighed and said "Well! I opening at the corner of Wellhave paid the bill for that gos- ington and Beale Sts. last
sip-machine for another 30 Wednesday evening. Mrs. Lockdays.
ard said she was new at poMANY PEOPLE are talk- litical handshaking. She could
ing about the lack of fire in the have fooled us because she is
Democratic political campaign. doing a good job. Atty. LockOne politician said that Demo- ard is seeking to be elected to
BTW'S STUDENT COUNCIL
crats here in Memphis this the Quarterly Court.
secretary, and Mrs. .1. H. Roberts, principal of Hamilton
BTW'S STUDENT COUNCIL — Following a recent installaElementary school, who installed officers. Standing trom
tion
service
in the Blair Hunt gymnasium, members of
Pa. for a two-week training
left are James Thormon, business manager; Reginald Pipthe
Booker
T.
Washington
High school Student Council P0speriod.
pin, parliamentariar; Patricia Graham, commissioner of
publicity; Barbara Swift, financial secretary; Tyrone CaldBefore his college career ed for the photographer, along with their guest speaker.
Seated from left are Wilma Hudson, chaplain; Katrina
well, sergeant-at-arms; Marquita lightfoot, recording secrePurdy was graduated from Ma- Wortham, commissioner
of activities; Michael Gibson,
tary; Violet Boffins, treasurer; Larry Sales, senior class
SENATOR HUBERT HUMPHREY, vice presidential candinassas high school in 1958. He second vice president; Marsha Williams, president; Jerry
date, stopped to chat with harry L. Strong, director of the
president, and Samuel Carter, commissioner or public
also attended Owen college. He Johnson, Niel' president; Sandra Berry, torresponding
Mallory Knights Chartiable organisation, during his recent
safety. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
is a member of the Tennessee
visit here.
Council on Human Relations,
Council are James Thornton,
Interracial House,
A 1984 graduate of Memphis Catholic
business manager; Reginald
NAACP
and
Jaycees.
State university, Joe Purdy,
Pippin, parliamentarian; Bar26, has been hired by the local He Is married to the former
bara Williams, financial secreRuby
Fleming of Memphis,
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
tary; Tyrone Caldwell; seras manager of special markets. who is currently on leave from
geant-at-arms; Marquita Light
He is the first Negro in Mem- her teaching post at Chicago
phis to hold such job with the Park Elementary school.
foot, recording secretary; PaMembers
of the Booker T. After the officers were Incompany.
Mr. and Mrs. Purdy and
tricia Graham, chairman o
After being employed Aug. 24, their son, Shawn, live at 1338 Washington Student Council stalled, an inaugural address
he was sent to Philadelphia. Chadwick Circle.
were installed recently at a was given by Miss Marsha publicity; and Samuel Carter,
service in the Blair T. Hunt Williams, Student Council presi- commissioner of public safety.
BY KITTIE CAMPBELL
"Great in the country, not in
gymnasium at the school.
Press Director. New York Couture Group, Inc.
the city. Alright in the home,
dent, in which she pledged to Also Jerry Johnson, vice
The guest speaker was Mrs. do her best to live up to the president; Michael Gibson, secbut
NEVER on the street. It
Of all the ridiculous fashions (or fads) ever to
just isn't good tc:te and womAnnette H. Roberts, former confidence that her classmates ond vice president; Sandra
get
Berry.
started,
the
corresponding
recent
secretary;
one
from
Paris
need
en
look
a
exhibited
electhad
her
ridiculous in them."
by
in
good
teacher at Booker Washington
and presently principal of Ham- ing her to serve as their lead- Wilma Hudson, chaptain; and kick in the pants — which is what the fashion is! , Larry Aldrich, Couture Group
Katrina Wortham, commissionilton Elementary school. Music er.
Fashionables have been wearing trousers for President
"I can't see it for city wear.
for the service was furnished The purpose of the Student er of activities.
ages,
in the proper surroundings, patio, country
To me it completely negates
by the glee club and band.
Council is to serve as a liaison
and feminine, flowing ones for
the feminine."
Following introductory re- between members of the stulounge wear and dinner-atmarks by Miss Violet Buffins, dent body and the administrarights, (and who has THESE Harvey BerM, Couture Group
home.
Bill
Blass for Maurice
Vice President, Harvey Berin,
Mrs. Roberts gave an inspiring tion for the betterment of the
Rentner has clone some lovely anyway — women are a long Ltd.
address and then installed the school.
way
at-homes
from
getting
in
the
pant.; fashions,
them) but "Pants do not belong in
Other officers in the Student
officers.
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
any
and Larry Aldrich out-scooped not identical dressing!
civilized city or an elegant
Paris
by
months
Hobert Theobald,
with
h
i
s
fall
Of
all the Paris pants ideas. restaurants."
,.coUnion at Laudordalo
JA 7-7541
mimics professor at the For- and winter collection when he the worst seems to be the town David Kidd of Arthur Jablow,
introduced
eign Institute and New York a four-part"the weekender" — coat ending above the knees inc. Member, New York Cousuit the pants sub- where it shows off fur knee ture
Group
University, will be United Na- stituting for the city skirt when cuffs. Wear it ice
skating, if "I can't see any rained wortions Week lecturer at LeMoy- in suburbia.
you must wear it — but NEVER an wearing pants, either at
ne College, He is scheduled to Junior Sophisticates did a for anything less casual.
luncheon in a restaurant or the
•••
speak Thursday night, Oct. 22, whole line of pants, combining
theatre in the evening. They bechecked
wool
with
furs
and
in the area of sports,
long
-The
following statements are
at 8 o'clock in the Hollis F.
matching tops. All such ideas from Couture Group members suburbia and at home."
Price Library.
are great — and most accept- an the subject of
He holds the M. A. degree in able to women who want to be day and evening pants for city Nat Bader, Couture Group Vice
wear:
President, Originals, Inc.
econoznics from Cambridge women — and not imitation
University in England and has
done post-graduate study at The pants of Paris, however, Ms
suggest that anything from
gy
Harvard.
He has worked with the walking into the finest restaurant to the top-drawer drawing
United Nations, the Economist room is the place for pants. It
Intelligence Unit and the is—for men — but not for
Center for the Study of Demo- ladies.
cratic Institutions.
In the first place, its a darnMr. Theobald is the author ed difficult fashion to wear —
of several books, including hard enough for men who are
"The Rich and the Poor: the approaching the paunchy stage
Economics of Risking Expecta- let alone women whose curves
tions" and "National Develop- often run rampant after age 19.
ment Efforts: Free Men and REALLY want distinction beFree Markets."
tween the sexes? Sure, equal

Hired By Local
Bottling Co.For
Special Markets

BTW Student Council
Officers Installed

SPECIALS
1 2 Ton
1955 FORD Pickup /
1957 CHEV. Pickup /
1
2 Ton

295
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Robert Theobald To
Give UN Lecture In
Hollis Price Hall

SPEIISplease
tufardygroo./

2225 PRIZES REGISTER NOW
• 25 NEW FORDS INCLUDED
SAVE UP TO $1000 ON A NEW
1964 FORD 12 IN STOCK

SPEAS

VINEGARS

EXECUTIVE CARS
FALCONS—FAIRLANES
GALAXIES—T BIRDS

MUST GO
AT SAME PRICE
SEE THE MUSTANG 2X21

1963
1962
1962
1961
1964
1960
1964
1951
1956

GAL. 500, 4 Dr., 325 V-8,
R.H., W.S.W.
XL Coov't. 390, C.O.M.
W.S.W., Factory Air
GALAXIE 500, 2 Dr., H.T.
Chestnut 352 V-8, CON.

$2350
$1850
$1515

THE 1964 EBONY FAIR, sponsored by the Memphis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, to be presented
In the Municipal auditorium Music Hall on Wednesday, Oct.
28, will have a plot of its own, complete with a romantic
hero who hops from country to country in pursuit of the
world's most beautiful women. He will find that they are
also the world's most beautifully dressed women. Featured
will be high fashions from Italy, France, .Spain and the United States, whose worldly-wise designers know and understand beautiful women everywhere. "The Spanish Flair"
will be headlined and will turn up wherever the romantic
hero sets feet, and whenever he leasts expects it to. Mrs.
Ernestine Cunningham, chairman of the Delta-sponsored
EBONY Fashion fair, reports that tickets are going rapidly by calling her at 942-5954, or Miss Phyllis Brooks, Ticket
Chairman, at 9464)748.

-qM11
EASIER
TO OPEN

GALAXIE 500, 2 Dr., HI., Yellow $1375
352 V-8, CON., R.H., Factory ...
ECONALINE VAN
Real Good Condition
FORD Station Wagon
Runs & Drives Good
XL Hardtop, V-8, Automatic, R.H.
W.S.W., Wire Wheels, Covers,
Fender Skirts
$2615

Carnation with
the exclusive new

SURE-GRIP.M.
OAKLEY EAST

This
isThe Sure One
America's

number one choice for 16
consecutive years.Say Seagram's and be Sure
Kum DiSINUPS COMPANY 5(51615 CITY BOOM 1151010 0,PPOOF 65% 05515 CUP CNA

This new rim holds any ordinary beverage opener snugly to prevent
slipping...pours easier, too-it's "the milk from Contented Cows"
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Joe Westbrook To Give
Laymen's Day Sermon

Adventists Organize
Two Churches In Area

Thi new Seventh Day Ad- House.
ventist chwehes were organ- STARTED BY LAYMEN
nized in the West Tennessee The church at Eads is the rearea last Saturday by officials suits of a branch Sabbath
of the South central Confer- School organized by Mr. and
ence of Seventh Day Adven- Mrs. Otis Wilson, who were at
tist in towns where the de- the time members of the Misnomination was not previously sissippi Blvd. Seventh Day
established.
Adventist church in Memphis.
At 11085 Raliegh LaGrange
Aside from the 14 charter
rd., the Eads First Seventh members, there are eight perDay Adventist church was or- sons awaiting baptism and
ganized and officers installed membership in the church. A
during a morning service.
building to house the memberDuring the afternoon, the ship is being erected on land
First Seventh Day Adventist set aside for the church by
church of Brownsville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Wilson on their
was officially established with property.
some 30 charter members.
The First Seventh Day AdIn the area from the South ventist church in Brownsville
Central Conference at Nash- is composed of persons who
ville to help organize the joined the church following an
churches were Elders Charles evangelistic series of meetings
Dudley, president; Lewis Ford, held in Brownsville last sumsecretary-treaturer; Earl W. mer with Elder Ralph P. Peay,
Moore, Sabbath School and pastor of the Mississippi Blvd.
Home Missionary secretary; Seventh Day Adventist church.
Odell Maqcey, publishing sec- serving as the evangelist. Arretary, and Charles Woods, lander Sloan, a Memphian, is
manager of the Book and Bible leading the new church.

NEW TEACIIERS AT BTW — Eleven new teachers were
recently welcomed to the faculty of Booker T. Washington
High school, and seen here seated from letr are Mrs, B. M.
Evans, Mrs. 31. C. Nichols, Mrs. A. C. Thompson, Mrs. C.
— — —
'invited.
H. L. Jackson, Jr., is chairman of the observance, and
John Shaw, co-Chairman.
Elder Blair T. Hunt is pastor
of the church.

Owen College
Proxy To Give
Founders' Talk

Exum, Miss B. J. Kuykendall and Mrs. Marian N. Chapman. Standing, same order, are NDCC Capt. E. K. Davis,
J. T. McAfee, I). Daniels, Jr., L. Williams and L. R.
Fletcher. (Hooks Brothers Photo)

Special Sunday At
Payne Chapel AME

New Hope Women
Go Above Goal

Metropolifan Baptist Church
Brotherhood will observe National Laymen Day on Sunday,
Oct. 18, by presenting as its
swaker Joseph Westbrook, Jr.,
arthe morning service.
Mr. Westbrook is at present
a supervisor of secondary education with the Memphis
Board of Education,
He was at one time a member of the faculty of Melrose
High school and its head football ccach before his promotion to assistant principal of
Booker T. Washington High
schooL
Mr. Westbrook Is an outstanding layman and trustee
of Mt. Moriah Baptist church
in the Orange Mound community.
ORGAN CONCERT
The National Laymen Day
observance will be concluded
at the church with the presentation of Omar R. Robinson,
Jr., music instructor at Douglass High school, in a concert

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

Annual Day for youth, men
and women was held last Sun- The women of New Hope Bapday at Payne Chapel AME tist church, 649 Pearl Pl., went
church at 813 Randle St., and over their 42,000 goal for Womthe chairmen were James C. en's Day on Sept, /0. They raisReddic, youth; Mrs. Lillie M. ed, $2,000.61.
Mississippi Blvd. Christian
Walker, women and A. Wes- Mrs. Charles Burgs, wife of
church will observe its 43rd Pilgrim Rest Baptist church son, men.
the pastor, was chairman of the SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
annual Founders' Day celebra- observed its annual Sunday Rev. J. C. Richardson is pas- a:fair, and Mrs. Ronsevelt Ross, 701 It SLIER. AI Whitehall tt.,
Washlogloo 3, D.C. Atioot• 3, Goorolo
tion on Sunday, Oct. 18, during School Day last Sunday, and at tor of the church.
co chairman,
the morning worship hour.
an afternoon program the guest
The Founders' Day message speaker was Dr. C. L. Dinkins,
will be delivered by Dr. president of Owen College.
Lewis Vance was chairman,
Charles L. Dinkins, president
of the program, and E. W. Boyof Owen college. Music will be kin is general superintendent of
sung by both church choirs. the Sunday school.
A Founders' Day goal of $3,- Rev. J. L. Lindsey is pastor
000 has been set. The public is of the church at 1484 Pillow St.

Sunday School Day
At Pilgrim Rest

NEED
CASH!
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—Quick Loans—
Furniture
signature

AnteMoblle,

Thor* is • meson why pitoplo
ilk• to do Wilsey., with vs. You,
too, will Ilk• our coutt000• snotmoot and dealt* to holy you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Sowell's.
, 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE co.
Heine Owned
Home Owe.'
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. like to soy ylio to your
loon toqu•st"
Exonilnod sod Suporelood by
it. Hot. Ooportwoot at
Insurane• and Banking,.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-1611

PLAY
T.V. BINGO

WAITING FOR A BRIDE
Rev. J. M. Wade, standing near the Shelby County Court,
is seen waiting for a bride, but she has to have the groom
with her, because he can only perform the ceremony. The
pastor of Pleasant Hill Baptist church in Bingliamplon
is probably the "marryingest preacher" in the state and
joins together more couples In a month than some pastors
do in a lifetime. He is not eligible, and has not been for
the past 45 years. He and his wife live at 1515 Orr St.—
(MLR Photo)
......wwwwwwwww—www—

CHANNEL 13
WHBQ T.V.

GO BY BUS

11-11:30 every weekday

• It's Convenient
• Fast
Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

•

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

SAVE

of sacred organ music starting
at 7:30 that evening.
Rev. Charles Bur,is is past,)r
of the church.

Congratulations Bingo Winner

'under pries ee
home delvered
milk

each time you buy 2 half-gaIlons of !

MIDWEST MILK

mink
wedding-band

AT YOUR FOOD STORK

collar on
luxurious wool
broadlustre

CART HOME SAVINGS!

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MONEY Al

$550.00
T.V. Bingo
Winner

$550.00
T.V. Bingo
Winner

49.98
. ..
v..se
wise ... magncent coat

Mrs. Lorene Turner
278 Radar

p..-e wool broadlustre

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 21G-4431

hih'7,4red

by a wed-

dng-band cofar of genie ranch Cr pastel mink
... Tempo-Resisto lining

SLIP COVER

SPECIAL
SOFA and CHAIR
. . . up to four (4)
cushions. Cord .1 d
seams ... snap
fasteners , . . Cut
and fit In your
home . Plain and
printed patterns.
Extra Special

ccr

warmth without
weight ... choose beige,

taupe, red or 6ack
s:zes h to 18.
BUDGET SHOP, third floor
LANDRES • St S. MAIN • 526-4151

$5995

20010 Off--This Wed Only
Custom Tailored mom
3
DRAPERIES "
IN STOC.X.
• MEANER ED FOR
AND INSTALLED FREE
• FREE ESTIMATES

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

• SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME

It

T.V. Bingo Card Color
This Week
Gold til Noon Fri.
Oct. 19th

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think or

Get Your Free
T.V. Bingo Cards
at Big Star!
•

•

MEMPHIS' - 2 GREATEST- FURNITURE STORES

DONA
LD'S
.
FURNITURE COMPANY

COMPLETE LINES OF QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS NOW ON SALE
•

LADIES' or MEN'S
. HELBROS WRIST WATCH

Waterproof
Shockproof
17 Jewels
Guaranteed For Life

With Any Purchase
of $50" or More
Limit 1 Per Customer

EZ TERMS
NEVER ANY
CARRYING
CHARGE
OR
INTEREST

DAVID KAPLAN

Formerly with Sam Fortas
Invites All of His Friends.
to share this GREAT SALE.

With $50"
Purchase or More
Limit One Per Customer
f.

.FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Authentic Imported
Hand Carved .French Provincial,
Cherry Wood and Beautiful
Fruit Wood Finish
CHOICE OF COLORS NOW IN STOCK,

TUFF BARREL DEN FURNITURE,
SELECTIONS FROM
A BAR TO
BUILT IN BARREL .FII Fl

SEE A COMPLETE SELECTION AT DONALD'S

_
-
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NO

•
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NO
C ARRYING

INTEREST
••••-•

.105 N.Cleveland at Overton Park Ave.(Just .South of Sears Crosstown) P11. 276-12841.
•
. 3754 Park Ave. (Just East of .Highland) •Ph.•452-1164

•

CHARGE
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The Hoover Report
ly, given comfort and aid to the
enemies of the race who were in
a frantic search for an issue that
would discredit the whole racial
movement for social justice and
economic equity.
Director J. Edgar Hoover,
however, demolished their house
of cards. "While in the cities racial tensions," he said, "were a
contributing factor, none of nine
occurrences was a 'race riot' in
the accepted meaning of the
phrase.
"... And they were not a direct outgrowth of conventional
civil rights protest."
Mr. Hoover saw no evidence
whatever that tIT-ribts were organized on a national basis by
any single person, group of persons, or organization.
The incidents that lighted the
powder fuse were superficial
manifestations of deeper economic and social causes. Slums,
unemployment, poverty are the
frustrations that breed despair,
discontent, anger, and finally
violence.
And the remedy for these social ills is not being applied fast
enough and broad enough to allay the conditions that exploded
into a summer of discontent.

Princeton's New Policy
Princeton University, one of
the nation's top ranking academic institutions, has embarked upon a new policy that of a search
for qualified Negro students.
In last year's annual report to
secondary schools, Princeton inzluded a section entitled:
"Search for Negro Applicants."
Though there has generally
been a handful of American Negroes in each freshman class, the
University's President contended, the essential problem is the
shortage of applicants.
The report said that "efforts
of school people in steering toward Princeton qualified Negroes will be appreciated."

We applaud the celebrated inititution's new interest in Negro
applicants. We cannot keep from
being curious about the circumstances that brought it about.
We well remember the time the
New Jersey school would not
admit Negro applicants except
to its Divinity School — and
very few of them at that.
Thirteen Negroes are in the
freshman class of 800 that matriculated for this fall. Princeton
has had the reputation of being
anti-liberal. It dates back to the
Civil War when half the school
fought for the North and the
other half for the South.

Georgia G.0.P.
In a rare display of enlightened partisanship, Robert R.
Snodgrass, former Republican
National Committeeman from
Georgia, on the eve of Senator
Barry Goldwater's campaign
visit to Georgia, questioned
whether sound Republican
growth could be based on hate.
Speaking before the Atlanta
Rotary Club, Snodgrass said:
"The Republican party of
Georgia cannot afford — and it
must not be led by—hatemongers like the Ku Kluxers, the
John Birchites, the cast-offs
and has-beens of the Democratic
party."
Snodgrass, an acknowledged
leader of state party during its
political resurgence, gave a
clear warning of the mood and
temper that will characterize

the philosophy of the new
Southern wing of the Republican party.
He asked, "can the Republican party be built on a sound,
firm foundation that is good for
all the people of Georgia if this
growth is built on hate?"
Obviously Mr. Snodgrass is
not in agreement with Senator
Goldwater's anti-Negro policy.
The GOP Presidential nominee
wants to rid the Republican party of all Negro converts so that
he would not be plagued with
the civil rights question.
But Republicans with intelligence and respect for the party's
original philosophy know that
they cannot continue to violate
the Lincoln tradition and survive.

• •

Adam's Value Is Gone

National Advertising Representatives
•
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC. — 310 Madison Avenue, New Yorlt,17, N.Y.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation's factual, perceptive inquiry into the cause of this
summer's disorders, should put
to rest once and for all the unfounded suspicions and premature reports that the outbreaks
were communist-inspired.
The tendency to blame the
Communists for all our social
ills, persists yet even among
some naive Negro leaders who
want to create a niche for themselves in a corner of the white
world.
The pattern of Negro resentment that ran through the riots
from New York, New Hampshire
to Illinois and Oregon was deliberately pounced upon as incontrovertible proof of the sinister origin of the disorders.
This inexact deduction, which
discolored the true facts and
took no account of the reality of
the situation, was what white
folk, who are against civil rights
and substantial Negro progress,
wanted to hear and believe.
And Negro leaders who have
fallen for that assumption, were
doing a great disservice to the
cause of freedom and equality.
They had, perhaps, unwitting-

Jackie
Robinson
Says
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Only In America
asumussoulusuciviiimiluinniuuninitimitsminniinitlionnimil,By HARRY GOLDEN

Equality Is Slavery
South Carolina's Democratic
Strom Thurmond has become
postively Orwellian these days.
He is delivering himself of statements and sentiments that make
1984 seem a pallid parody of
double-think.
At Lake Junaluska, N. C., the
camping grounds of the Methodist Church of the South, Senator Thurmond declared to the
clergymen, "The equalitarian
dogma which has swept through
all branches of government is
the Number 1 enemy of liberty."
Once upon a time, some crackpots opined about humanity
that, "We hold those truths to
be self-evident, that all men are
created equal."
No,says Strom, equality is the
antithesis of liberty. This is
heavy thinking coming from the
Senate's No. 1 wrestler. But it
is not on that account any surprise. The Senator. was first
elected as the White Supremacists' man. He is in many ways
an anachronism, a man who
gained political office solely on
the way he stood for racial solidarity.
After all, Strom made the
Senate sometime in the midfifties at a time when even Sen.
Eastland was proclaiming his
love for all mankind, even Misississippi Negroes.
The end of a despicable political scheme was in sight, but it
was still strong enough to send
Strom to the Senate and he is
now entrenched to a degree
where only a Republican will
unseat him and it is my impression there are as many Eskimos
in South Carolina as there are
Republicans.
I have prophesized before that
the immediate winner in the
race issue will not be the Negro,
but the white Protestant of the
South, the men who fought the
.Negro hardest, the men who
have so corrupted themselves

over this issue as to elect "Equality is Slavery" senators, representatives, and governors.
Can the resolution of the race
issue so terrify them? Can they
not see they will have better
school board members, more literate Senators, more responsible public officials?
For there will be a day when
the race issue is no issue at all.
Thurmond and others like him
will no longer be able to fire a
campaign with the prospects of
keeping the Negro in his place.
They will have to admit the law
is the law, just as the Iynchers
once had to admit the law is the
law.
Perforce the racists to meet
the competition will have to discuss things more meaningful.
Even racists know this. In this
election, they know they cannot deliver on the promise to
maintain the racial status quo,
which is why Strom is lecturing
throughout the South on why
freedom really means racism.
•

*

•

IN MISSISSIPPI
Early one morning a few
months ago, fire gutted the dining hall of the Rosary Catholic
Church on Dabbs St. in Hattiesburg, Miss.
Father John Kerstein, the
white pastor of this Negro congregation, estimated the damage
at over $4,000. It was his opinion
that the fire was the work of
arsonists.
The night before the fire, Father Kerstein had called a meeting of a dozen Negro lawyers,
doctors, and teachers, to discuss
ways and means of avoiding another St. Augustine. The arsonists promptly thought he was
planning a demonstration, not
trying to avoid one. For over a
year, however, Father Kerstein
has had to take his telephone off
the hook every night when he
goes to sleep.
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Know
The
Negro
inuoilininiminimmoiniummuttunimitmitilmommtinitimitimung By AL. DUCK ETT
The thing I like about Hu- That is an expression the kids
bert Horatio Humphrey h
use to describe a person who
that he "digs himself."
knows what is happening with-

Within the past few days, two
New York City men said two
different things. They both belong to the same political party.
One is a Negro — Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell. The
other, a white man, Congressman William Fitts Ryan.
Harlem community citizens—
under the generalship of Congressman Powell's long-time
and energetic press agent, John
Young, III, held a big bash in
honor of Adam,ft/larking the
anniversary of his two decades
in the House.
The Congressman made a
long and typically dramatic
speech in which he said he had
not had anything to do with the
promotion of the tribute and in
which he agreed heartily with
all the nice things which has
been said about him.
The Congressman said he had
been responsible for bringing a
lot of money into the community and hinted that he would
rather take away some which is
still forthcoming if those he
considered "Uncle Toms" and
persons beneath his notice were
allowed to have anything to do
with spending it.
As for Congressman Ryan, no
one held any big testimonials
for him or solicited neighborhood merchants to buy $25 souvenirs to defray the cost of a
"day" in his honor. Just in the
course of his busy working day,
Ryan expressed his grave concern for the steadily mounting
incidents of violence taking
place in Mississippi which are
going unpunished by either that
state or our government.
Ryan is not a Negro, but as a
decent human being, he is concerned about the killing of Negro people, the police state
conditions which exist in Mississippi which our Government
says it can do nothing to counteract. Ryan is not a part or
full-time minister, but he is
alarmed over the bombing of
Negro churches by segregationists who know, for certain, that
they can get away with their
vicious crimes.
William Fitts Ryan is not
just a man of talk. During the
distressing situation back there
when Martin King and his organization were fighting brutalities in Albany, Ga., Fitts
Ryan dared to go to the scene
of the trouble and to return and
report the truth to the Congress.
With the exception of Congressman Charles Diggs of
Michigan, I am not aware that

in his own being and to whom
such knowledge brings a sense
of inner security.
People who dig themselves
find it easier to dig others.
This is what the late and
talented Dan Burley meant
when he frequently raised the
question: "Diggs's, Thou?"
Verily, 'tits a good question.
I have watched Hubert Humphrey in performance. I think
he is going to be the next VicePresident of the U. S. I hope so.
I am certainly going to vote for
him. But, even if he should lose
and we get saddled with that
sour street-fighter, William Miller — God forbid — I am sure
that Hubert will still be a happy
man.
There is no bitterness in his
campaigning. There is something more effective — the
sting, the whiplash of good clean
humor and a basic and essential
love for other people and for his
country.
I love the way he refers to
Barry Goldwater as the "temporary spokesman for the Republican Party." This is a reassuring thing for thoughtful Republicans to hear. I love the way

any of the five Negro legislators
in the House — Democrats all—
has shown similar courage and
concern.
Powell is leader in Harlem by
default — and, so long as Harlem produces no one really
capable of challenging his dramatic flair, his colorful demagoguery and his cynically priceless oratory, Harlem will deserve to have him. That doesn't
mean that Harlem is any longer
living in a roseate state of illusion about their man.
Listening to replays of his big
speech over radio, we were
conscious that he had not drawn
either the crowd or the crowd
applause to which he has been
accustomed. In face of some of
his most tried and true evangelical eloquence, his audience,
most of the time, seemed to be
sitting on its hands.
It could be that Harlemites
are awaking to the fact that it
is simple to make fiery speeches
about what one is going to do to
fight in their behalf — especially when one knows no one is
going to seek to hold him to his
word or interrupt his pleasure
in Porto Rico to suggest that he
get back to work.
In this writer's opinion, Adam
is a political tragedy, a man
who was once a peerless leader
but who now asks not what he
can do for the people, but what
he can "get out of it."
Never before was peerless
leadership needed as it is today.
The bigotry which Adam used
to fight Is rearing its head with
frightening intensity. One sees
it in the white citizens of New
York's school boycotts which
are giving tots an education in
racial bias. One sees it in incidents in New York City where
police can get away with senseless killings — even of children.
One of these days, Harlem
will really get tired; tired of
promise and not performance;
tired of pretty words and lack
of deeds; tired of telling tne
world that it respects itself so
little that it is willing to continue to follow the Pied Piper
down the alley of frustration.
One of these days, all the
Harlems in America — and
many, many decent white
Americans are going to get
tired of hearing that the FBI
cannot protect Ti. S. citizens;
that the Government "has no
jurisdiction." Until that day —
we will continue to set an example in the eyes of the world
that we are making a mockery
of our democratic institutions.

6 •
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he chants — "but not Sen. Goldwater." For, it is true that Goldwaterism is a collection of negatives. I love the way he stands
in front of Dixie Democrats who
are booing — and asserts with
audacious good humor that
"Democrats don't boo — Democrats cheer — because they are
happy. They have a wonderful
country. They have a wonderful
party. They have a wonderful
leader."
The most wholesome notes in
this campaign are being sounded •
by Hubert Humphrey and that
all-saving grace of fun helps to
lift this campaign from the doldrums of innuendo and bombast.
GOP, Sen. Humphrey declares,
no longer means Grand Old Party. It means "Goldwater's Our
Problem."
This is stacking up as a bitter campaign. Many people are
being affected, not only in political command posts, but in
barber shops and beauty parlors. Some folks are losing sleep,
tempers, marriage partners and
friends. Some people will never
be the same after it is over, regardless of who wins — But not
Senator Humphrey.

• •
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'Lincoln Plan'Takes
In Historical Sights

•
•

Some 191 students at Lincoln memorials such
as the DoughJunior High school were iin•
boy in Overton Park, the Mempressed that history is not a
dead subject last Thursday phis Belle from World War 14
when they took a historical tour Mid the Post Office fountain on
of the Memphis area, which will Front street as a Korean War
hereafter be known to students
of that school as the "Lincoln 2nT
The
emoriai
Handy Memorial park on
Plan."
Beale
Street
and the Tom Lee
The Lincoln Plan is to take
students to sites and buildings monument on the Mississippi
which have played a part in the t the foot of Beale were also
history of the city, nation and Included on the tour.
Teachers who accompanied .S
state.
Included on last week's tour the students and helped implewere DeSoto Park, where the ment the program were Mrs.
first Spanish explorers were Mildred P. Home, coordinator;
supposed to have gotten their Mrs. Henrene Davis, Mrs. Rosview of the Mississippi River; etta Scott, Mrs. Lavern Simon
the Indian village at Chucalis- and Reginald Green.
sa; and the McGevney house
Mrs. D. Atkins, who serves as
on Adams avenue.
a resource assistant, was also
The tour also included the on the tour. Oliver P. Johnson
Spanish Wai Memorial, Forrest is principal of Lincoln ElemenPark, Confederate Park, and tary..

•
•
W. Wilson •
• By Mrs.II Emogene
•• 111 U U III II I U II II III 11 •• III • II

HIGHLIGHTING LAST WEEK'S EVENTS was the 23rd
Annual State Convention of Beauticians which held forth at
Ellis Auditorium for the first time. Many of the city's leading
beauticians were on hand for the clinic which this year stressed hair styling and the cutting and styling of wigs. (The industry has a more sophisticated name for them I understand .. .) Opening mass was held at St. Andrew A.M.E.
church, and the banquet was held at Sarah Brown Y.W.C.A.
Dean of the clinic was MRS. LILLIAN ROBINSON of Chattanooga who served in an excellent manner. MR. "J" of
Newark, N. J., a prominently known hair stylist who has been
featured often in the profession's trade journals was the
principal guest artist.
ons
Several local beauticians were also featured, including
MRS. ALLURA LEE, president of the local organization, who
demonstrated hair coloring: MRS. CHARLENE GOLTLD of
Hist or y, literature and
Charmel's, MRS. RUBY HENDERSON, and MRS. JOSEPHINE
French will be taught, and LeMoyne
SMITH, hair styling. All four ladies are included among the
serving as instructors will be l
state's Top Ten hair stylists.
eight members of the LeMoyne , To
Local beauticians elected to office during the meeting
faculty — Dean Arnold, Dr.
were: MESDAMES HATTIE TUGGLE, 1st vice-president:
Clifton-H. Johnson, Dr. JuaniLULA CULLEN, treasurer, and EULABELLE NEELY, state
LeMOY
NE'S
PRE-ALU
MNI
CLUB
electta
Williamson, John W. Whitorganizer. MRS. CHRISTINE BRAGG of Knoxville was
One of the most active student organizations on
the LeMiss Joshia Mae Phillips, vice president. Standing, left
taker, Vincent Kohler, Miss
to
ed State President.
NV:Wile College campus is the Pre-Alumni Club. The club
Two LeMoyne coeds will apright: Mrs. Ruth Wallace, assistant secretary: miss Ruth
Marilu Sanchez, John E. Paynconducts the United Negro College Fund campaign among
• • •
ter and Mrs. Julie B. Paynter. pear Oct. 27 on College News,
J. Geeter, chaplain; Calvin Cunningham, treasurer; Miss
students and directs the "Miss UNCF" contest. Seated:
a new weekly program series
Lela Hill, president. and Miss Lois Loyd, secretary,
The college conducted semiWHO WAS IT WHO SAID . . . ". . a bag of bones .. .
sponsored by WKNO-TV. The
nors during the summer ses- feature is scheduled
and a hank o' hair , .." or something to that effect in defor Tues_
sion and the second semester day
scribing woman? Hank of hair, indeed! We have gone the
nights, starting at 8.
of last school year.
gamut in fashioning our crowning glory from long tresses
oryoyn,e
l
"The humanities seminar
and the pompadour .. . the page boy . .. feather curls .. . to
beAMppisesarGinegraflodrinLeeMG
who
endeavours to help Negro spent
the boyish bob and the beehive. Better yet . . . we achieved
a "Junior Year in the
youth in areas in which they
or so we
Vincent Kohler, the Wood- nassas; Miss Varnell E.
the Permanent .. . the panacea of all our ills .
North" last school year at
Logan, LeMoyne College will con- of the college.
have
had
very
new
little
a
not
row
its
No,
Wig."
opportuniWilson
"The
fellow
is
panacea
and honors senior, of 1612
Wellesley College, Wellesley,
thought! The real
South Third; duct another humanities semiThe seminar will be held on ty to fill the gap which exists Mass., and Miss
and I might add program director at LeMoyne,
Lilia Ann Abdance, it is milady's latest fashion craze
Leon S. Michell, junior, of 588 nar for 10th grade students at- Saturday
between
their
level
of
will
cultural
address
the
ron,
college's
a junior, who was a visitmornings
anfrom 9 to
.,. the greatest!
achievement and that of ma- ing
Wicks;
nual
Miss
Honors
Patricia
Dinner
Anne
this
tending
high
most
Sunpolitical
Schools in the Oct.
17,
and
education scholar
continuing jority young
So last week we found ourself hurrying to join a
people of a cor- the past academic
day afternoon, Oct. 18, at 2:30 Payne, sophomore, of 271,Memphis area, it was announ- 12,
year at Morbeginning this Saturday,'responding
enthusiastic group of charming ladies who had also answered in the
age,"
Brooks Road;
Universal
declared
[ced
by
Life
cafegan
Lionel
State
A.
College, Baltimore,
Arnold, dean through April 17.
'Dean Arnold.
a bid to a Wig Showing at the Top Hat and Tails clubhouse teria.
Md.
on South Parkway.
The dinner is sponsored by
The very personable ELIZABETH SIMON had on short the Woodrow Wilson National 144-1114441.****************************************************************-••••••••
*****************4.4.4.1144044,4,
cousin,
441
her
meet
friends
to
her
of
assembled
a
few
notice
Fellowship Foundation and
outstanding
Knoxville,
Tenn.,
LeMoyne.
MRS. ALMA JEAN MOORE, of
beauty salon proprietor of that city, and her lovely assistant, Guests are LeMoyne students *
MRS. JOHNNIE RODGERS. Both ladies were in the city, Who have achieved cumulative *
attending the State Convention of Beauticians, where MRS. averages of "B" (2.00) and
4.
MOORE had brought her gorgeous array of wigs in order to above.
•
Students with honor averset up a booth at the clinic.
ages (2.45 and above) are Miss
It was a most enjoyable evening as everyone present Mary Erby,
sophomore, of 892
wide
of
sampling
a
wigs
delight
the
in
childlike
showed a
E. McLemore; Miss Juanita
range in coloring and coiffure.
Gardiner, senior, of 1570 HamMost of the ladies. already endowed with a wealth of ilton, and Miss Claudia Wal—
a
nature's own, expressed a desire merely to be ready for ton, sophomore, of 543 North *
a
a
"emergencies," and others expressed a hidden desire to find Fourth.
Other guests are Miss Jim
out whether blondes really have the most fun .. . still others
wanted to live the life of a redhead, or some auburn shade Ella Austin, senior, of 15Q2 *
a
In many ,(umber; Miss Cathelia Barr,
or just try a glamour coiffure for a change .
.
junior, of 868-D Walker; Miss *
cases the effect was most appealing . .. and very revealing.
a
Mae Alice Brewer, sophomore, *
Cocktails and hors d'ouevres attractively prepared added
a
of 1099 Capital; Marion Guy
to the party atmosphere, with bar being tended by four good- Brewer, sophomore.
of 519
humored kibitzers, EMMIT SIMON. LEON GRIFFIN, MEL- Edith; Roderick Diggs, Jr.,
a
a
VIN CONLEY and JACK ROBERTS.
sophomore, of 1014 Woodlawn;
Seen passing the mirror around were: JOSEPHINE Miss Mary Ella Doughtery,
BRIDGES, DOROTHY EVANS, JEWEL GENTRY, DOROTHY sophomore, of 1574 Hamilton WESTBROOK, HELEN PRATER, MARILYN WATKINS, ANN Miss Erma Jean Ezell, senior, it
a
WILLIS, VIVIAN WILLIS, CECELIA WESTLEY, ROSA ROB- of 483 Wicks,
And Miss Geraldine Gray,
INSON, VIOLA HAYSBERT, VERNEITA WATSON, PEARL
SPANN BRUCE. MAE FITZGERALD, MARGARET McWIL- senior, of 1171 Englewood;
LIAMS, NELL NORTHCROSS, LORENE OSBORNE, LEOLA Miss Mary Maxine Gray, juna
ior, of 1397 Ralston; Miss Lora
GILLIAM, KATHRYN THORTON, JEWEL SPEIGHT, ANN
Ann Green, sophomore, of 1358
NELSON, ESTHER BROWN, RUBY JACKSON, JOAN JOHN- s4leason;
Louis Charles HarSON, EVELYN ROBINSON, NORMA GRIFFIN, LORETTA vey. sophomore,
of 1363 South
KATEO, PEARL GORDON, GRACE YOUNG, and RUTH Lauderdale; Miss Eleanor
Kaye
PARKER.
Houston, sophomore, of 935
•
•
•
Leath.
THE MOST INSPIRING SERVICE HELD IN the Bluff
Also Miss Avar Edwina
a
• City for a long long time was the Wedding Bell Service held Hurd, sophomore, of 1008 Ma•
at St. John Baptist Church, Vance and Orleans last Sunday.
Approximately 100 married couples led by the pastor,
REV. A. McEWEN WILLIAMS and his wife, the church mina
isters and their wives, and the officers of the church and
a
their wives, marched up the aisle to the strains of "Here
a
Comes the Bride," and took part in a complete marriage ceremony read by REV. W. L. VERNADO. The ceremony even
included "saluting the bride." a marriage certificate and a
a
copy of the marriage vows were given to each couple, who A last June graduate of Wood•I
ilessrhfent Jahns.," tcrnin
sten chapter in American history on July 2. 1964 whims he signed the
then took their seats in the center section of the church.
stock high school, Miss Marga- 1,
Civil Rights hilt.
/hove. the President hands the first pen to Senator Hobert 11. Humphrey mho
a
Included in this great number were two couples, mem- ret Dianne Taylor was being 14
.c.rrehaleit aim great victory in the
C0*1[1,-.1116
bers of St. John, who have been married half a century: MR, aaarded a scholarship offered *
a
AND MRS. ANDREW HENRY, and MR. AND MRS. MIL- by the Altrusa Club of Memphis.
Oldest of six children. Miss
TON JONES. Both husbands are officers in the church. Significantly, the majority of the couples were in the young Taylor is the daughter of Mr..
and Mrs. Emmitt Taylor of *
married group.
Rev. Varnado delivered the sermon from the topic, "God Millington, Tennessee and the
and the Family," a most provocative message which was of ,oldest of six children.
Miss Taylor graduated in
great inspiration to the whole congregation. A Dedicatory
Service for children was also conducted with more than 100 June from Woodstock High
a
children present receiving dedicatory prayer. Many of the school and is now enrolled in *
children were the offspring of the couples who participated the E. 11. Crump School of Nurs.'
ing. She was in the upper third
in the marriage ceremony.
of her class and v. as a memhor
A reception followed the service in the parish hall. The of
the Science. Math, and
a
reception committee was comprised of the widows of the French Clubs.
She was also a I
•
church. Not to be excluded were the bachelors of the church, member of Future Homernakwho supplied the refreshments.
a
ers of America and the Gracicos
REV. McEWEN WILLIAMS conceived of this service to Lady Organization.
re-emphasize the importance of the family. This was seeming- The grant to aliQs Taylor is
•
ly accomplished among the group present. In seeking to find from Altrusa'a Bess Portwood
the perfect example to symbolize the ideal in marriage and Scholarship Fund ar.d is made
family living, REV, WILLIAMS stated that he could think to encourage deserving students
•
of no one who could symbolize it more than REV. VARNADO, to continue their education.
Miss
Effie
Porter,
chairman
who himself enjoyed a fruitful marriage into the 50th year.
of Vocational Services CommitHe W2s able to pass on to the congregation present much of
tee for Altrusa, recommended
•
his personal philosophy and experience through his wide Miss Taylor.
President Lyndon B. Johnson, July 2,1964
range of interests and endeavors, and presented many chal•
lenges that were spiritually worthwhile.
•
• • •
SPEAKING OF MARRIAGE! St. Andrew A.M.E. Church
was the setting last week for a beautiful ceremony which
united in marriage the former MRS. PEARL SPANN and LEROY R. BRUCE before a small gathering of relatives and
close friends. REV. ELMER MARTIN officiated. Beautiful
nuptial music was played by MRS, LEONA JAMISON which
included a medley of favorite songs of the couple.
The radiant bride was beautiful in a sleeveless sheath
dress of turquoise peso de sole adorned with a lovely embroidered design about the skirt. Her becoming headpiece was
a small slanted pillbox of turquoise crystals from which cascaded a short matching veil. she wore matching gloves and
shoes and carried a tiny white Bible to which a white orchid
was fastened.
MR. AND MRS. FRANK WILLIAMS, close friends of the
couple were their only attendants. Mrs. Williams was petite
and lovely in a fuschia pink crepe sheath dress worn with a
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
tiny matching pil/box, gloves and shoes. She wore an Orchid.
?MSS MARGARET D. TAYLOR

Coeds
Appear On
'College News'

Students To Be Feted
At Honors Dinner

LeMoyne Schedules Seminar
For Tenth Grade Students

Woodstock Grad
Recipient Of
Scholarship

FREEDOM RING

"THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT of1%4 declares: Those
who are equal before God shall now be equal
in the polling bOoths, in the classrooms, in the
factories, in the hotels, restaurants, movie
theatres and other places that provide service to
the public."

JOHNSON and HUMPHREY
VOTE DEMOCRATIC
NOVEMBER 3rd
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THE VANGUARDS LE TTER CARRIER CLUB
The Vanguards Letter Carrier Club held its final BanquetReport in the interest of "Queen of the Vanguards" last
week at the Flame Restaurant. The leading contestant at
that time was Miss Lena Richmond. The Queen will be
crowned during the Coronation Ball, Oct. 17, at the Flamingo Room. Contestants are shown with the narrator

ill apNews,
series
. The
Tues. "

for the event, left to right, seated: Mrs. Delores Caryl%
Miss Amelia Foster, Mrs. Barbara Turney, WDIA Radio,
Miss Norma Daniels and Miss Lena Richmond. Standing:
Sidney Wallace, club bus. mgr., and Leon Knowles. Contest
chairman.—(McChriston Photo)

BILL SPEROS

FATHER BETRANDS MEN'S CLUB
e will
• who
in the
•ar at
lesley,
n Ab: visit.cholar
t Morimore,

Will present a dance on Friday, October 30, 1964

Summer Avenue
1963 Olds. 88, 4 Dr. Sedan
Like New, White Beauty
1960 Olds. 98, 2 Dr., H.T.
Air, Autom., Power
1956 Ford Fairlane

from 10 P.M. to 2 A.M. Adults only.
Advance price $1.25

At door $1.50

$2,695
$1,295
$295

1169 KERR
PLANNING FASHION SHOW
"Fashions in 'Space" will be the theme of a fashion show
Jove Weddington, commentator of the show, Mrs. Griffin,
to be presented by members of Los Modelettes on Sunday,
Oct. 25, and here the members are seen making plans for
the event. On first row, from left, are Mrs. Verlean Tolbert, Miss Betty Rogers, and Mrs. Helen Little. On second
row, from left, are Mrs. Allene McGuire. president; Mrs.

business manager; Mrs. Rose Turner and Mrs. Sarah
Morris. Standing in rear, same order. are Mrs. Ruth Lewis,.
Mrs. Maggie Morris and Mrs. Geneva Thomas.—(Withers
Photo)

Know Your Negro History

BILL SPEROS

national planning to the per-

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
3077 Summer

As early as 1842, President Petuatio,n "of the institution of
slavery and its domination
John Quincy Adams ascribed
the failure of early efforts for over the American Union."

323-2221

AJ

.V. BINGO
•

SET
A
U FREE
CARDS
E
AT

oodetores

550"
WINNER

A

'ANNUAL
HARVEST

tt. "'tin tr.
1
O'IrP- 1"
uncut srflACI List soar

SALE

4-Dr. Chest
669

(

Conrotulations to the $550.00
T. V. SINGb WINNER
tojts._LORENA TURNER

A

TUES
OCT 10th

I
4or•ie.
•••iir.'"*""

PLUS SOME CONSOLATION
PRIZE WINNERS0 BELOW EACH WON 10,000 QUALITY STAMPS A

•

A
V

ASV.

AdOr

0
0
Airs. Martin

Mr•. Dean Will inn,

I

A
V

Mrs. K. Dukes

••.#

SALE PRICED!

Triple Dresse,r,

0

3 Piece French Provincial Suites
with Costly CARVED FRONTS!

6149

Mirror

Includes Double Dresser!
Frame Mirror, Horn ;Dot Pan')
Bodi
Suite

•
Mrs. Ruby .1. Greer

Mrs. Sodi• Wilson

Mr•. C. Cobran

fir*

0

A FEW PREVIOUS GRAND WINNERS BELOW—

A

$65000 $25000 $50000
(1)45000

1.

010, 00'1,1

•

Kull or Tw:n
Sire Croo7y
Bed wh
579

Clov
i
ra Rob.''
Eldridge

FIT Sin Cha;f
hcl Bodl ST4
Miss A Fernstrom

NOW enjoy the luxury of this French Provincial bedroom.••
elegantly styled .. exceptionally low priced in lovely light.
fruitwood cherry veneers with extraordinary construction features. See the graceful Provincial lines .. timeless in their
beauty and elegance! Each piece crafted in the finest selected
cabinet woods ... polished by hand in beautiful fruitwood
finish. Every drawer is dust-proofed and centerguided. Don't
delay!
SHOP FOR THIS VALUE NOW AND SAVEI

M Belt°

Mrs. Ed WYnslow

Mrs m*""i
ii.i 'BI
BINGO

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

DAILY MON.
10
THRU FRIDAY
P (Jackson & Bellevue) (Lamar & Airways)
) (Puplar Plaza
S (Southgate
(Lamar & Pendleton) CHAT:NEL
)
(Union & Cooper
(Park & Getwell) (Summer & Highland) GETYOUR FREE
) CARD EACH
(Mclemore-Bellevue) (N. Watkins
PIC-PAC VISIT

m
A

*159

13

.Yiester
S•Drswirr )
Chest-oe-Ches41 5511

SHOP 'TIL 9 THURSDAY AT ALL 3 HAVERTY STORES
3015 PARK
3432 SUMMER
157 S. MAIN
PHONE 323-7656
PHONE 452-7308
PHONE 526-5906
Free Parking at Allenberg's 69 Beale

Free Storeside Parking
I.

Free Storeside Parking
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Grambling Halts Big Blues'
Winning Streak With 20-18 Loss

SPORTS'
HORIZON

yards in 15 tries.
GRAMBLING, La. — In the two-point plays," Coach plowed 71
Johnny Robinson hauled in
spite of a brilliant second half Merritt confessed "but we got
receiving honors by
effort, Tennessee State's Big behind and had to continue pass
six for 106 yards and
catching
contwo-point
the
for
going
the
from
knocked
got
Blues
tching touchdown.
undefeated ranks 20 to 18 by versions. Grambling defensed one circus-ca
Quarterback Dickey did his
a Grambling college eleven
After the intermission pep best to end Grambling's seven
here last Saturday night.
domination over Tennesversions, picking up four
COBRAS SPRING BACK
Out scoring John A. Merritt's talk, the Merrittmen stormed year
and hit the target with 12
Carver bounced back after points on passes after their
Big Blues 20 to 6 in the first back to put Grambling on the see
22 aerials and added two
suffering its first loss two four touchdowns.
half, the Grambling Tigers ropes before 8,000 Bayou fans of
to up his total to
Wilbert Trigg passed to
weeks ago to Melrose and resaved their victory when Eli with the clock running out. touchdowns
eight for the season.
mained in contention by post- brother Charles Trigg for one
Smith intercepted Eldridge Dickey found his firing range make it
boys played a tremening a 25-0 convincing victory TD before leaving the game
Dickey's pass with just 31 sec- as Bill Tucker opened up Mer- "The
second half," Coach Merlast Friday night over Father with an injury. Charles Miller
onds showing on the game ritt's ground game in a des- dous
took over and found Ray
perate effort to overhaul ritt praised. "Robinson, and
ertrand.
clock.
Dickey did a fine job on ofAfter playing three non- Webb and Houston Chaffin in
Senior guard Rob Reed set Grambling.
fense, and Danny Pride, in his
the
third
period,
Ending
touchdown
first
eague opponents back-to-back the clear for touchdown regame's
the
up
first game for Tennessee, was
Lester returned to Prep League ceptions. Reuben Hall ran for
by recovering a Grambling Johnny Robinson snagged a
out,tancling both ways. I must
aetion and found Manassas the other score. Sylvester
miscue on Grambling's 27. In 22-yard touchdown offering
add that Claude Humphrey
a prety stubborn team. The Hayslett accounted for two of
nine plays, Dickey fired a bul- from Dickey to cap a 69-yard,
did a splendid job in our
Tigers were on the beam as the Lester scores with short
let to Johnny Pride for the tal- seven-play drive. Bowens carline."
, FISH ARE JUMPING
the Lions were beaten in a plunges.
ley with 10:18 to play in the ried the ball five times during
'TOO MANY MISTAKES'
Jaws. Some of the ministers who have
Washington was driving for So many fish leap out of this well-stocked
28-20 thriller.
opening stanza. The Big the drive and Robinson caught
Commenting on his team's
caught fish In this lake, only to lose the
Hamilton found out earlier a first quarter touchdown when
Blues, 3-1 on the year, missed two passes. One was for the
lake on the Baptist Freedom Farm in
first loss of the season, Coach
magnificent catches, have been heard to
the extra point run and this ,core with seconds showing on
in the season that sometimes the Warriors were to learn
County, that it seems they are
Fayette
Merritt said, "We couldn't get
use language reserved for other professions. spelled eventual doom for the the clock.
it is kind of hard to even give their fate for the evening. anxious to be caught. But get one on the
first half, plus
Trailing Grambling's full- together in the
Nashvillians.
a game away. The Wildcats Claude Brooks picked up a
The farm is near hlascn, Tenn.—MLR
This is a
story.
different
a
it's
and
line,
of our
back Hank Dyer, who ran for the fact that some
GOOD DEFENSE
watched Washington fumble fumble and rambled all the
I
Photo
brutes
the
and
fish,
game
with
young backs made some mlslake filled
"I knew Grambling went for 72 yards in 13 carries, was Big
nine times and give up eight way for an 83-yard TD jaunt
their
in
stick
hooks
us.
hurt
when
.akes
that
get fighting mad
Blue setback Bill Tucker, who
points on two blocked punts to put Hamilton ahead. A few
"I have said all along that
before they decided that they moments later Hamilton blocka young ball club,
have
we
had better accept a 20-14 gift ed the first of two punts atKnow Your Negro History and they will make mistakes.
at the hands of the Warriors. tempted by Washington on
Ill.'s But you can't make mistakes
Springfield.
Despite
Melrose continued to roll as third down,
segregation patterns, the John against a club like Grambling
the Golden Wildcats blasted Touchdown cruises of 61 and
Hay Homes have operated on a and win."
visiting Merry High of Jack- 40 yards by Jim Slaughter put
brother-in-law, wife who felt that he would day."
Eddie Adams is a loyal fan to see his
SCORE BY QUARTERS
non-segregated basis in the
trip by
the
Sunday
the
saw
Mr.
making
Adams
safer
be
son, Tenn., 49-0. Mitchell Road the Warriors ahead and a pair
in
lives
who
McNairy,
14-8-0-0
but Wallace
city, without incident, since Grambling
television.
on
game
rail.
finally downed a city league of conversion kicks by Tyrone of the New York Yankees,
St. Louis,
8-0-8-8
Tenn. State
April, 1942.
team, thumping winless Doug- Caldwell made the halftime this is the first year he has
mayor of St. Louis 'ONLY LIVE ONCE'
the
When
on the Michell field. count 14-8. A fumble and the gotten to see his baseball idols tossed out the ball to begin
The Memphian got back to
ss
recovery of a blocked kick
on Friday and
NES PASSES COBRAS
perform in the World Series. the fall classic Mr. Adams is the Bluff City
on another daring venQuarterback Robert Jones in the end zone were a part
lives in proud to say that he was not decided
who
TENNESSEE STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Adams,
Mr.
nightmare
second-half
the
of
and
of Carver took to the air
television. He ture. Thinking, he said, that
The Sophomore class of
Memphis at 515 Pontotoc st., looking at it on
you only get to live once any- Owen College recently elected
right
fired four touchdown passes to that spelled defeat for the
person,
in
it
viewing
was
at
cook
and is a former head
how, he wanted to see how his
take the lead in that depart- Warriors.
* LEARN TO DRIVE *
in Busch stadium.
the following officers: Billy
Melrose was doing so well the Peabody hotel, got a great there
ment with seven as he led the
games, idols would fare in their own Renfro, president; Milton
two
the
seeing
After
Louis
* LET US TEACH YOU *
St.
the
to see
desire
Merry
leading
its
against
that
take
tostardecided
he
bailiwick,
a
over
victory
Cobras to
boarded a plane
president;
Burchfield, vice
scorer, Leroy Molten, was the Cardinals and the Yankees in Mr. Adams
* IN A FEW LESSONS "
to the air again, this time for
tled Bertrand eleven.
Jackie Halliburton, secretary;
decided, he said, and came on hdrne to MemCity.
York
New
Carver, now 3-1 after four last Golden Wildcat to get in action, so he
his
of
the advice
atzainst
phis.
secgood
time
assistant
Parham,
a
Vernell
be
would
it
that
games did all their scoring in on the scoring.
He we,nt out to the airport retary; John Parks, parliamenDo You Need Help In Getting Your License?
morning tarian; Louvenia Harley, chapSaturday
the first three periods against
e a r I,y
CALL 275-3600
the Thunderbolts. The favorboarded another plane, and ar- lain; Everett McIntyre, ser.
NERVOUS STUDENTS OUR SPECIALTY
rived in New York City just geant at arms; James Russell,
ite receivers of quarterback
Jones were end Larry Stevenas the sun was coming up.
reporter and Betty King, class
son, and backs John Jackson
Mr. Adam said he headed for sweetheart.
LET
Cdrver
Yankee Stadium, and being a
and Raymond Jones.
Tentative plans call for a
TAYLOR — Till STATE DEFENDER
Jackson scored twice after
man of the world, was able to
yearbook among other activiPREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
get a ticket which admitted ties.
taking in short passes and
US
him inside.
scampering 36 and 14 yards
LEAGUE STANDINS
HELP
Pet.
L.
respectively. It appeared that
Team
"Just as Mantle hit that
Know Your Negro History
II
1.000
with Bertrand back to stop
4
home run," Mr. Adams said,
Melrose
750
YOT.:
the long-range throws, Jones
"I got up and rushed to the
In 1925, almost half the NeCarver
elected to stick with the short
667
airport and took the first groes in Philadelphia still lived
Lester
a
took
aerial calls. Raymond
.600
plane back to Memphis, so I in the city's congested South
Manasses
delayed toss 69 yards for a
wouldn't miss church on Sun- Side and its lower North Side.
.500
'2
Hamilton.
Stevenson
while
dams
touchdown
400
Bertrand
grabbed a six-yard pass in PRACTICING WHAT IIE
• I
.250'
3
1
Washington
—
Jones
!
school
Summer
TEA('HES
Raymond
zone.
end
he
is
.000
4
0
Douglas
not the only way a teacher can
the only conversion.
vountt
With
his
broaden
experience.
LEADING SCORERS
BACK
LESTER DROPS
pMiKeYt.
Tt'l
Pat
TD's
above
Cal
Johnson,
two
degrees,
contest
In the most exciting
42
0
7
Motton L. Mel.
of the busy football week, Tulsa, Okla., high school teach
25
I
4
Chaffin, H. Man.
Manassas had to come from Cr can tell his students what It
24
6
3
Z.)14/
behind in a nip and tuck bat- is like if they are headed for
Smith, B. Mel.
24
0
4
tle to edge Lester. Two touch- jobs as draftsmen. Here he is
Ward, J. Mel,
24
0
downs that came late in the seen working as a draftsman
4
Slaughter, J. B. T. W.
final quarter sent Lester down at the Central Region headquar-,
22
4
3
Car.
Ray
Jones,
to its initial league defeat. ters of Humble Oil and Refining'
20
2
3
Hall, J. Bert.
the %ions own wins over company. His degrees are from
19
1
$
Hayslett, S. Lest.
Bertrand and Hamilton. Les- LangstonU-iversity where he
18
0
3
Jackson, J. Car.
ter couldn't cope with the Ma-'obtained his bachelor's degree
he
nassas passing and spasmodic, and Oklahoma State, where
but clutch running. The Tigers got his master's Be has been
boor ell other vodkas*)
were perfect with their con- teaching for 13 years.
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Loyal Fan Sees Games In Two Teams' Towns

Owen's Sophomores
Elect Class Officers

Prep League Standings.
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A-1 USED CARS
PROM

NULL DOBBS

the

CYE:S

H

have
it!

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

:111111111111.111111.101

UNION AUTO SALES
4.

4111

444
UNION

1962 CHRY. Wagon
Autom., R.H., P.S.B., Fae. Air
Luggage Rack

WE SPECIALIZE IN GOOD
SOLID CARS
• THE KIND YOU CAN RIDE
• AND DRIVE IN COMFORT
4.

1954 MODELS THRU 1960

$895

PRICES
THRU
$195
: SAD CREDIT or NO CREDIT
• WE FINANCE MORE PEOPLE
4.
•

STATION WAGON SALE

526-1856

:Union Auto Solos 444 Union
:11111111111111111111.111111111111111.1111116t

1961 CHEV.
6 Cyl., S. Tran., Fac. Air, R.H.

$1895
$1195

1963 DODGE
9 Pass., Autom., R.H., P.S
Still in Warranty

1962 DODGE
8 Cyl., Autom. Trans., R.H., P.S.
1962 PLY. Fury
9 Pass., Autom., R.H

1959 PLY:
9 Pass., Autom., R.H , Low Milage.

1958 PLY.
9 Pass., Autom., R.H

44 YEARS
276-4418

$1195
$1695
$1795
$795
$395

1962
1962
1963
1961
1959
1964
1962
1961
1960
1954

FORD Gal., 4 Dr., V-8,
R.H., Autorn., P

FORD F.L. 500 Ranch Wagon,
4 Dr. R H
FORD Cty. Sedan, 4 Dr.
Fully Equipped, P.S.

CHEV. 2 Dr., R.H.,
Stra. Transm.
PONT. Cat.,
V-8 R.N.
CORVAIR, R.H.,
Straight Transmission
RAMBLER, 4 Dr.,
Wagon, R.H
CHEV4 Imp., 4 Dr., H.T.
Fully Equipped, Power &
FORD 4 Dr., Sedan
Heater, Stra. Transm

AIr

$795
$1195
$1595
$1195
$595
$2495
$1095
$695
$1195
$395

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8811
with DODGE
1170 Union Aim.
OPEN NITES
•

4RK
'4)

ccp'

..••
Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.

*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

.•..

DARK CYes

"
NOR SPRING

PISTII I 14'

SEASON CLOSES OCTOBER 20, 1964
10

IN SOUTHLAND RACING SEASON SEE THE GREYHOUNDS RUN
OCT 20, 1964
TONITE AND EVERY NITE

SOUTH LAND
GREYHOUN'D
PARIC ?ane;ga=
RACING SEASON CLOSES OCT 20, 1964

ii

POST TIME 8:00 PM

INTERSTATE455 WEST MEMPHIS Altg
.A.ir conditioned for your oomfort

Page
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Fuller Park Site Of
Leadership Workshop

tit

LBJ Makes Plea
On Civil Rights

ob.

A CIRCLE GAME

KICK BALL

Playground At Grant Serves As
Model For Other Area Schools
The recipe for one of the
best organized school playgrounds in Memphis, or for
that matter, in the state of
Tennessee, is not too difficult
if you have the know-how.
Take one asphalt playground, several buckets of
white paint, and arrange lines
in circles, squares, and in other
artistic fashions. Use numbers
in a certain manner, and it
equals up to a playground that
children love to use, during recess, after school, and on weekends.
That is what Frank Lewis,
principal of Grant Elementary
school has done, and like the
man . who built the world's
best mouse trap, tie now finds
other educators of all complexions beating a path to his
school's recreational area to
get some ideas for their
schools.
35 GAMES
The way the playground is
now set up, 35 different activities can be going on simultaneously in the recreational
area.
The games can include basketball, paddle tennis, soft
ball, volley ball, kick ball, two
versions of hopskotch, and
shuffle board.
Principal Lewis drew up the
plans for the court himself,
and then had a Grant school
alumnus, Charles Cox, to do

•

•

UTILITY HAND BALL

Kennedy Book
Sells For $2,400

OFF
SHUFFLE BOARD

Va.Top Court Halts ConvictionOf Mixed Pair

NEW YORK -(UPI)- One
of 100 copies of a limited edition
book edited by the late President Kennedy was sold at
auction to a rare book dealer
for $2,400.
The book, "As We Remember Joe," was a memorial to
Kennedy's brother, Lt. Joseph
P. Kennedy Jr., who was killed in action in World War II.
Another feature of the auction, held by autograph dealer,
Charles Hamilton, was a letter',
by Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy
when her husband was Senator.
It sold for $550.

RICHMOND, Va.-(UP!)- there is "cause to fear" a crime son of ill fame," the court ruled. "She had no criminal recVirginia's Supreme Court threw is about to take place.
out the conviction of a white Officer Carlisle testified lt ord, and no evidence was preMrs. Fedele's trial that he sented that she had a• reputawoman arrested in a parked car thought the
woman and the Ne- tion of being a person not of
with a Negro man and charged gro man were about to "break good fame."
under Virginia's "ill fame" sta- and enter one of the nearby es
tablishments," although the:
tue.
The State Supreme Court of were no burglar's tools found to
the car.
Appeals, however, refused to She was found guilty without
take up the constitutionality of a jury and ordered to post a
The United Nations Collegithe law as had been requested security bond of .$300 for a perate Chapter at LeMoyne Colby attorneys for Mrs. Jacque- iod of 12 months.
lege will observe United Naline Fedele of Richmond.
In reaching its decision, the tions Day this Friday morn- I
The woman, mother of two appeals court defined ''ill fame" ing. Oct. 16. at 10:30 with a ,
children, was found by police as implying one had a "bad rep- program in the lecture hall.
officer R. H. Carlisle sitting utation."
Henry Thompson, Maxine
next to a Negro man in the front "We agree with the defendant Gray and Irma Ezell, members
seat of a parked car in a Rich- that the evidence is insufficient of the chapter, will conduct the
mond alley.
to warrant the finding of the program, according to Ralph
The woman, who had been court below that she was a per- Jackson, president.
separated from her husband,
was arrested and charged
with being a person of
"ill fame, to wit: a night prowler," under Virginia law, which
permits a policeman to arrest
anyone when the officer leels

. UN Chapter To
Present Program

Indict 4 Whites
For Bombing
Negro's Home
MAGNOLIA, Miss -(UPIFour white men have been indicted by the Pike County Grand
Jury on charges of bombing a
Negro home at nearby McComb.
it was revealed.
The indictments were return-

the job.
Young Cox is presently a
student at Memphis State university and a graduate of Manassas High school.
EDUCATIONAL
"Most of the games are educational," Mr. Lewis explained, "and are taught to the
children during physical educational classes. At recess and
at other times, the youngsters
participate in the games of
their choice."
Mr. Lewis said that the
games he ha.; outlined on the
playground not only provide
a challenge for the students
during their recreational peri-

ods, but also cut down on the
number of accidents.
During after hours and on
weekends, the playground can
be used by all of the children
in the area, and Principal Lewis said that even school dropouts have begun to take pride
in the recreational site.
"They don't break the windows in the school," he said,
"and have stopped breaking in
and taking things."

lassified Ads. .
'Help Wanted

CAN YOU USE

0

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

•10

STERICK BUILDING
'WHERE 10.K5 IINE YOU
GET P•IfFIRIIVIIIM
SERVICE"

Looking
For
Something
Us: Our
Want
Ads

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Anatol,
Mo.
Payments
12.90
2330
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
$110.82

Cosh You
Get S 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
52,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

Instructions

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank

Now Yon Can Master
SIBIRT HAND
Ile 10 Daye
Yes. yen cannot fall to learn
shorthand the yulekrite way. It
doesn't nutter It mese tried
other •veteme before and give.
up. Thin
k.11U-K-'111R
ourss
guarantees you'll leant tip to 120
words-per-minote
of
tosickrIte
Shorthand Is 10 days. Ask shout
other muse.. Free catalog. Write
or phone 272-2320„
hi ILI) TRAINING SM.ItV ICE
CO. Box 11:165
Memphis, Testa, Dept. T. D.

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
•
Borrow At a Bank"

Rent A
NEW HAMMOND PIANO
with free lessons.

NEW BOOK

HAMMOND ORGAN
STUDIOS

"Love is Greater Than Color." Perhaps you know the
author, a Memphis gal. She is a graduate of Melrose
High School and now lives in California. Read this
striking, exciting story. It will touch your heart and
keep you in suspense throughout the entire book. Her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Linnie Easley, still reside in
Memphis. Author Louise Easley. Price: $3.50. Order
today. Send money order or check. Write to Roberto
Peters, P.O. Box 271, Lo Canada, Calif. Allow 4 to 5
weeks for delivery. Sorry, no COD's.

Ph. 682-1653 or 272-1691

Help Wanted

BARBEE LAKE
Fish All Day for soe
Horse Rack Riding
$1.50 an hour - 20 min. 50e

'0g4.,N
Ogt41•10
,'
,
,

He was a 64-year old Chicago policy
racketeer, dying of a heart attack. A
routine search of his darkened house
on Chicago's South Side revealed a
mall hoard of more than $750,000.
Who gets the money? Read October
EBONY,now on sale.

New Subscription Order

Youth-oriented MaryouACT. designed to reha.
tektite the Harlem ghet
to, is a 5118,000.000
attack on Harlem's basic problems Read Allan
Morrison's excellent ar•
tide in October EBONY.

ed Friday hut not made public,
until the four were called for
arraignment late today before
Circuit Court Judge W. H. Wat.
kins..
They were among a group of
PIONEERS IN PROTEST:
11 white men arrested during
by Lerone Bennett Jr.
the past two weeks in a crackdown on racial violence in the
She was plain, aging, black and
racially-troubled McComb area.
alone. But her preaching and her
interpretations of the Bible and
The grand jury, in recess this
constitutional law caught on wherever
week, it expected to consider
she went. Read this fascinating
evidence against the other sevpicture-story in October EBONY,
en when it resumes next week.
The four were indicted on October issue now on your newsstand.
or send 50r to:
charges of violating a state law
againstillegal use of explosives
MICHIGAN
in the bombing of the home of
CHIGA00, ILLINOIS 60616
Aylentr Quin, a Negro cafe operator, Sept. 20.

so,b,„.,,erh-lit

ONY

1US$.

Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes - 10c

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

Inventors Earn Big Money! I HOPE for Harlem!
Negro inventors all over the
U. S. are making big money on
their inventions. Who are these
thinking men? What did they
invent? Read exciting October
EBONY, now on your newsstand. Buy it today!

Horse Bac": Riding in The
Ring for Children - be

Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
$10.00 and up
Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn lake Road
398-1068

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO

I

Street Address

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

Zone No

proofoperators,
Linotype
RON
readers and floormen. Only ex•
perienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
Defender, 2400
S.
finsissmamea•aposms••••••••••aa Chicago
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616,
•
• Illinois.
▪
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

Apts. For Rent
TWO FURS. ROOMS. $6 & $7 WE.
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Cane arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
nin. cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. k
Bkr. T. Hi Rohl. No. 4 or 8 (Walker)
Bus Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0176.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

For Sale Misc.
FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18,
typewriter. $4.15, airplanes
72.20.
autos, farm tractors. and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy in your state, mend
61.00. or 51.75 for national directory
to Biaketag Surplue. P.O. Box 222,
Memphis, Tenn., 38101.

Salesmen
and'
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI.STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

FOR SALE: Jeeps 564.50. boats 56.18.
typewriters $4.15. airplanes $72.20,
autos, farm tractors. and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy in your state, .end
$1.00, or $1.75 for national directurik
to Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 22
Nlemptus Tenn , 2S101.

$$$$ 5 $
CALL ME
Tf you have • lob. 21 years of age
over. need a good used car or truck
I can finance you, put money in your
pocket. Call regardless of past misfortunes. All applications quick & confidential. Ask for FREE credit check
and ride the some day. 175 cars to
choose from.
Call and ank for no one but

Special Services
Lee Family Day Care

HUDSON
BARBEE CO.

Day JA 7-4471
Nile 523-1411

Hahn Cher. Co.
370 Union Ave.
$ $ $ $ $

Import - Export
Air-Ocean
and
Surface Freight
5108 HORNLAKE ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN.
398-1068

CAREER
OPF:NING 20 new offices in Tenn..
need 20 men over 21 with car for
management • positions to those who
qualify. We offer salary overwrite.
renewals, commienions and expense account. Send resume including phone
number to:
Mr. R. L. Cheatham. P. 0. Box 3214.
Nashville, Tenn.

FOR SALE
Jeeps $64.50, boats 56.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes
$72.20, autos, farm tractors,
and many others too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy
in your state, send $1.00 or
$1.75 for national directory to

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE

BLAKETAG SURPLUS
P.O. Box 223, Memphis,
Tenn., 38101.

• EXPER. BABY SITTER
•
NEEDS WORK
•

Neat In appearance. years of
experience. Prefer hours of
A.M to 5 P.M. Mrs. :ladle Askew
948.3649

I.

•
8A.M.-6 P.M.
Sat. re Sun. II 25
Monday
Set. Open I AM. to 6 P.M.
•
•
• Sen. Open I A.M. to 2 P.M.
thru
•
Friday

•
•
•
•

•
•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
a
3100 Summer at Baltic
••••■••••••••••mumswiseaumae

MAIDS. GUAR, GOOD NEW YORK
LIVIC-1N JOBS. $35-55 PER WE
FARE ADVANCICD.
HAR014 F.MPIADIMENT AGENCY
B11X 21
LYNBROOK, N. Y.
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"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

FEMALE HELP WANTED
Attractive, intelligent, alert: representative for Chicago agency. 17
,,
State St.. Suite 1320. Chicago 2. 5lii

O.Z. EVERS

Houses For Salo

Apts. For Rent
TWO FURN. ROOMS. $6 & $7 WE.
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person On welfare or tallied by
ma, cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. *
Bkr. T. Mi. 601 No. 4 or a iVralker)
Bus 1.1n.. 547 Dul.,o. JA 8-0176.

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
BRING THE JOY OF MUSIC
TO YOUR HOME
Rent A Hammond Spinet Piano
$10 Monthly With Free Lessons.

reap,
war
Lyn(
us a
ben ]
YOU
him,

HAMMOND ORGAN
STUDIOS
Phone 628-1653 or 272-1691

liATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

City

!CAR WASH $

VO

942-4523

GENE WILDAR

Jobs waiting M&M Agcy. 210 Post OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN
BEAUMAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk.. Ticketa sent
tiful Lakewood (larden. No money
Ave. Westbury, N.Y.
down. Low rates. Call Mohundro Pen
fly Realty Company, 357-1143, 3581143 or 357-2775,

al
•

0

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

WI-10 WILL GET f763,000
LEFT BY POLICY KING?

A Leadership Workshop for
5:45-6:15 - Test
6:15-8 - Supper. Informal
representatives form all student organizations at LeMoyne questions and answers. Fellowship around camp fire.
College will be held at Fuller Depart for home.
Park this Saturday, Oct. 17, it
was announced by Dean Lionel
A. Arnold.
Director of the workshop
will be Dr. Jaswant Khanna,
clincial psychologist at Gailor
and University of Tennessee
and part-time professor at Le- RENO, Nev. - President
Lyndon B. Johnson, speaking
Moyne.
"Purpose of the workshop at the Nevada State House
is to aid students in studying here, issued a call for "the
the dynamics of groups which essential affirmative aspect of
will be useful in developing civil rights."
better leadership qualities," The President made the state&
ment while outlining a 10-poinlm
Dean Arnold said.
o f
Responsibilities,"
This schedule will be fol- "Bill
which he intends as a guidelowed:
line
for
the next Administra7:30 a.m. -Lea v e Letion.
Moyne campus.
Johnson
said:
8:30-9:30 - Breakfast.
"Government - local, state
'9:30-10 - Test to discover
each representative's con- and federal where necessary_
must keep the domestic peace.
ception of leadership.
10-10:30 - Brief descrip- We cannot tolerate violence
tion of the rationale of anywhere in our land-North,
South, East or West."
training.
10:30-12:30 - Insight pe"We will see to it that every
riod by sub-groups.
person who lives a productive,
12:30-1:30 - Lunch and
useful working life enjoys a sequestion-answer period.
1:30-3:30 - Setting of cure and meaningful older age.
"We will draw lo fast lines
group goals and observation
of emergence of leadership through the society, on the basroles and group processes by is of race, religion, national
sub-groups.
origin, sex or age. Our civil
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Recrearesponsibilities are today the estion Hour.
4:30-5:45 - Feedback Ses- sential affirmative aspect 16
sions.
civil rights."

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEAU ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS FONFIDENTIAL JA 6-19)
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